Routing information updates, exchange of congestion control information, and synchronisation in distributed computation environments may require that some information from all the nodes be broadcast to all the nodes in the network. In this paper we consider such all-to-all broadcast, or Gossiping as it is known in literature, in multihop packet radio networks in an ad hoc network setup.
Introduction
Routing information updates, exchange of congestion control information and synchronisation in distributed computation environments may require that some information from all the nodes be broadcast to all other nodes of the network. This kind of information exchange in a network is called all-to-all broadcast or gossiping. In this paper, we are interested in gossiping in multihop packet radio networks. We will assume that all messages are of the same size and fit into one packet. We will also assume that time on the network is slotted and the slot time is equal to the packet transmission time.
Gossip in a multihop packet radio network can be achieved by generating a predetermined schedule of the transmission times of the nodes (we will call this deterministic scheduling) or by allowing them to transmit using a randomised transmission protocol. In deterministic scheduling, a cent@ node which knows the topology of the network constructs the transmission schedule by assigning fixed slots in which the nodes transmit their packets and those that they need to relay. The slots are assigned in such a way that interference between the transmissions of the nodes of the network at least at the intended receivers is avoided. In the randomised scheduling that we consider, all the nodes transmit (their packets and those that they have to relay) in all the slots with probability p (p < 1.0). As can be seen, collisions are not avoided and a collision resolution mechanism is necessary. It is easy to see that this scheme does not require the knowledge of the network topology and is a distributed scheduling mechanism which is suitable for mobile ad hoc packet radio networks where the network topology is dynamic.
It is known that constnlcting the optimal deterministic schedule for broadcast in fixed topology multihop radio networks is NP-
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Dept of Elecl Engg, IIT, Bombay Powai Mumbai 400 076 e-mail: dmanju@ee.iitb.ernet.in hard [4] . Since gossiping is an N-broadcasting problem, for an N node radio network, optimal scheduling for gossiping in radio networks is also "-hard. In [ 11 some heuristic algorithms to construct efficient transmission schedules for gossip wefe proposed. Of these algorithms, the gather-scatter algorithm gave the best results. In this paper, we extend the study of this algorithm for k-gossip (gossip when all the nodes have k packets for broadcast). In the gather-scatter algorithm, we choose the centre of the graph as a root node and construct a breadth first search (BF-S) tree of the graph rooted at this node. Transmissions are first scheduled such that the root first gathers the packets from all the nodes along the tree and then distributes all the packets to all the nodes along this tree. After analysing the gather-scatter algorithm for k-gossip, we adapt the randomised scheduling algorithm for n-broadcast (n, n 5 N nodes have a packet each that will need to be transmitted to all the other nodes in the network) proposed in [2], [3] for gossiping and study its performance for k-gossip.
We study the performance of our scheduling algorithms using random graphs constructed as follows. We assume that the radio network is located in the region ( 0 5 x 5 1.0; 0 5 y 5 1.0) on the 2'-y plane. It can be represented by a 3-tuple ( N , r, P ) where N is the number of nodes, r is the transmission range of each node and P = {(zi,yi) : 1 5 i 5 N } is the set of geographical locations of each of the nodes. We assume that N and r are given and generate P randomly by placing node i at (xi, yi) where z i and yi are independent and uniformly distributed in (0,l). From this random network, the graph, G = (V, E ) is constructed by assuming that an edge ( U , w) belongs to the edge set E if and only if the Euclidean distance between U and w is less than or equal to r . The performance results fpr the algorithms are the outputs obtained by giving these random graphs as inputs to the algorithm. We believe that this method is better suited to analysing packet radio networks than the traditional way of generating a random graph in which an edge between nodes U and v is present with probability p .
The Gather-Scatter Algorithm
The gather-scatter algorithm works as follows. From the graph of the network, a BFS tree'rooted at the centre of the graph is first constructed and all packets are routed along this tree. The algorithm works in two phases ; the gather phase and the scatter phase. In the gather phase each node is assigned time slots in such a way that the packets transmitted by it will be received by its parent node in the spanning tree constructed above, successfully without collision. This algorithm does not care whether the nodes other than the parent node receive the packet trasmit, ted in that slot.. For example, Figure 2 shows the BFS tree of the graph shown in Figure 1 . If we allow nodes 6 and 7 to transmit simultaneously, there will be a collision at both the nodes. the packet transmitted by them will reach their respective parent nodes successfully. The assignment of time slots to the nodes for transmission is done by using graph colouring techniques with constraints that define the above requirement -each node is assigned a colour c if c is neither its parent's'colour nor its parent's neighbours' colour. In the example considered above nodes 3, 5 and 8 can be assigned the same colour. All the nodes that are assigned the same colour transmit in the same slot without interfering with each other's transmissions. At the end of this phase all the packets from each of the nodes is gethered at the root node. In the scatter phase, the root node broadcasts all the packets that it had gathered during the gather phase. A different transmission schedule is constructed for this phase and the nodes are again coloured. The colouring scheme is as follows. A node v is assigned a colour c if c is neither it's parent's colour nor the colour of a node which is U'S neighbour and is above v in the BFS tree. The nodes which have only one neighbour need not be assigned any colour because any packet which these nodes would transmit would have already been received by their neighbours. 
. BFS Tree of The Network
The schedule is constructed by dividing time into frames with each colour transmitting once in a frame. The colour assignment is refined at the end of every frame by removing those colours that do not need a transmission.
Centralised, deterministic scheduling for k-gossip is a straightforward extension of the 1-gossip in which k packets are put into the transmit queue of each node in the beginning and the schedule constructed a$ before. We performed extensive simulation experiments for doing k-gossip with the gather-scatter algorithm using the method described earlier. The results are tabulated in Table I . From the table it can be seen that the reduction in the number of slots for completion of gossip is insignificant when k gossips were pipelined as compared to when 1-gossip is executed k times. Further note that the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean is also increasing with k.
To study the efficiency of the gather-scatter algorithm, we performed the following experiment. For a given graph, we found the number of inactive nodes in each slot, i.e., the nodes which could have transmitted in the slot but do not have any packet to transmit. We then calculated the average number of inactive nodes per slot (the sum of the number of inactive nodes in each slot divided by the number of slots required for gossip completion). We performed this experiment on 50 random graphs and the results obtained are tabulated in Table 11 . From the table it can be seen that in each slot the number of nodes which remain inactive per slot is a very small fraction of the total number of nodes of the network. From the table, we see that although, the gather-scatter algorithm is reasonably efficient with very few inactive nodes in each slot, there is room for some improvement.
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ALGORITHM
We consider the following refinement of the algorithm of [ 11. At the end of every frame, instead of just eliminating the colours that will not need to be used again, we consider a subgraph of the original graph of the network in which nodes that will not have to transmit any more packets during the gather (or the scatter) 
IV. Gossip from Randomised Transmissions
Bar-Yehuda, Goldreic and Itai 121, describe a randomised transmission algorithm for broadcast in a multihop radio network in which the complete topology is not known centrally. The idea behind this algorithm can be understood by considering the following example. Consider the network shown in Figure 3 . Nodes 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 have a packet that they want to transmit to node 1.
Instead of a scheduler scheduling these transmissions, if we make each node transmit with probability p in a slot, then after some time, say t, there is a non zero probability that node 1 will have the packets from nodes 2-5. It is easy to see that as t + 00, this probability approaches 1. To make the algorithm practical, a node will stop trying to transmit in a slot with probability 1 -p. Further, it will try for a maximum of l slots. In [2], p = 0.5 is used. The intuition behind this is that in each slot on an average about half the transmitters stop trying and we may finally have a slot in which only one transmitter transmits and that packet will be suc-(37 repeat at most IC times( but at least once) send m to all neighbours set coin t 0 or 1 with equal probability until coin = 0
In this algorithm, all the nodes which have a packet for transmission, broadcast it to their neighbours. After broadcasting their packets all the nodes flip an unbiased coin. The nodes which flip 0, stop transmitting for that phase (a phase is the duration of the procedure Decay). All the other nodes keep transmitting their packets till they flip 0 or till they have finished executing Decay. So in each slot on an average half the nodes stop transmitting. If all the nodes execute Decay, then there is a possibility that there will be a slot when only one neighbour of a receiving node transmits a packet. To achieve broadcast each node calls Decay log, 5 times, where N is the number of nodes in the network and E is the acceptable probability that the broadcast is incomplete. It is shown that a node y whose d neighbours start executing Decay at time 0, receives a message by time k with a probability P(k, d) where, ---. . , 213 fork + cm 112 fork 2 2[log,(d)l and 1tai.describe an algorithm for n-broadcast (n simultaneous broadcasts initiated by n different nodes in the network) using the procedure Decay. This algorithm is similar to the gather-scatter algorithm. Decay is first used to discover the topology and then the packets are transmitted along the tree in two phases. In the first phase, all the packets are routed along the spanning tree to a root node using Decay. In this phase, the odd slots are used for data packets and the even times-. lots are used for acknowledgements. Every node that receives a packet sent by its child in the tree, sends an acknowledgement in the next slot. Since in this phase, every packet has a single destination in each slot, the acknowledgement sent by the receiving node reaches the transmitting node without collisions. The proof of correctness of this acknowledgement protocol is given in [3]. In the second phase, the root node broadcasts all the packets that it had gathered in the gathering phase to all the other nodes, again using the procedure Decay. In this phase since each packet has several destinations in each slot, the acknowledgement protocol cannot be used. So each node repeats Decay some number of times and then assumes that the packet sent by it has reached its 20 20 20 50 50 50 child in the tree successfully.
In [3] it is shown that the number of slots required to complete gossip using the randomised transmission algorithm above based on the procedure Decay takes U ( ( N + D) log, A log, N) steps. Topology discovery is shown to take U ( ( N + D log, N) log, A) time slots. Here D is the diameter of the graph and A the maximum degree of a node in the graph.
We performed extensive simulation experiments for gossip using the randomised algorithm. We do not perform topology discovery but assume that the topology ana the tree along which the transmissions are to be made are known. We ran the program on 50 random graphs constructed as explained earlier for a given N and r (r is transmission range of each node) and obtained the average number of slots needed to achieve gossip. We also studied the performance of the algorithm when each node broadcasts k messages i.e, k-gossip. The results of the simulation are shown in Table V .
As expected, we observe that the number of slots for the randomised transmissions is much larger than that for the centralised schedule. Recall that we are not counting the time for topology discovery in these results. Two observations are important. The time for gossip increases with r in the case of randomised,transmissions while it decreases with a centralised scheduling algorithm. This is because, with increasing T , the graph becomes more dense and the probability of collisions increases and hence increases the time for gossip with randomised transmissions. However, with centralised scheduling, a dense graph means that the network approaches a fully connected network in which gossip is completed in N slots. Another interesting observation is that for k-gossip, the schedule length obtained by using the randomised algorithm increases less rapidly with k than in the case of centralised schedules i.e., the gain with k is better in case of the randomised protocol than in the case of deterministic scheduling.
Recall that in the procedure Decay used by the nodes in randomised transmissions, the nodes may stop transmitting even if the destination does not receive the packet. This means that there is a probability that gossip is incomplete even after every node has stopped transmitting. In Table VI we show the percentage of completion of gossip as a function of time slots. To evaluate this, we ran the randomised transmission algorithm for 1-gossip 25 times over a graph and found the averpge number of message packets that reach their destination in that many slots. This experiment was repeated for 50 different graphs and the average value of percentage of gossip completion was computed. Observe that for large N and r, the last few messages that need to reach their destination take up a considerable amount of time. For example, with N = 50 and T = 0.7, the last 2% of the messages take up nearly 1300 slots or 25% of the total number of slots.
V. Gossiping in Ring and Bus Networks
We now consider ring and bus topologies for the radio network.
Once again, we study the differences in the time taken to gossip using a randomised transmission algorithm and a determinsitic schedule from a centralised scheduling algorithm. Consider the ring network first. For randomised transmissions we first obtain a lower estimate of time taken for gossip. Note that in a radio network, the links are bidirectional. It can be shown that in a ring S = 2 N a -4Na2 + 2Na3 From this the optimum value of a is 6 and the optimum S is (8N/27). From this we can estimate that on an N node ring network the average time for gossip will be at least N(N -1)/(8N/27) or 27(N -1)/8 slots. This estimate does not consider the sequence in which the successful transmissions should occur to achieve gossip efficiently. Thus it is more a lower estimate than a lower bound. To check the goodness of this estimate and also the variation of the average gossip length with a, we'performed simulation experiments for different values of a. From these simulations we found that the average gossip length was al-ways higher than the above estimqe but there was an aptimum a around 0.4. Figure 4 shows the average gossip length as a function of a for various values of N . Compare these results with that for the deterministic schedule. In [ 11 it has been shown that with a deterministic schedule, gossip can be achieved in (3 + k ) ( N -2) slots where N = 3 n + k, n an integer and k = 0, 1,2. Thus randomised transmission can take up 100-200% more slots to achieve gossip. Now consider the bus network. From our simulation experiments we see that for the bus network the optimum value of a is around 0.5. Thus, for around the optimum value of a, randomised transmissions require, on the average, 50-150% more slots than deterministically scheduled transmission.
'
VI. Summary and Conclusions
We performed simulation experiments for gossip using gatherscatter algorithm. We then considered a refinement of the gather-scatter algorithm and found that the efficiency of the modified gather-scatter algorithm is better than that of the algorithm suggested in [ 11. We then did a comparitive study of the deterministic algorithm proposed in [ l ] and the randomised algorithm proposed in [2] , [3] . It was found that though the randomised algorithm takes up more number of slots to achieve gossip as compared to the deterministic algorithm,for k -gossip, as k increases, the number of slots required to finish gossip increases less rapidly in the randomised algorithm as compared to the gather-scatter algorithm. It was also observed that in randomised scheduling, as the transmission range T increases the number of slots required to achieve gossip increases whereas in the case of determinisic scheduling the gossip schedule length decreases with increasing T . We then studied gossip in ring and bus networks. We observed that gossip schedule length is minimum when all the nodes trans- 
